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Brought to you Cuteness Jupiterimages/Creatas/Getty Images Items you'll need AquariumAquarium plantsAquarium lightAir stoneAir-driven sponge filterFish foodGeneral hardness kitPlastic boxPaper towelsTauza snail aquarium. There are several different types of mystery snails and it is difficult to classify these snails. Various names are used, such as
apple snails and golden apple snails. The common form is classified as Pomacea bridgessii. These snails belong to the Ampullariidae family. Mystery snail comes in a wide range of colors, including gold, brown, turtle shell, black, white, green, blue, purple, pink and ivory. Use a plastic box to transport baby mystery snails. Put wet paper towels or a wet
synthetic cotton filter in the field to protect the projectiles during transportation. Mystery snails can stay out of the water for days, even weeks. Make a few breathing holes in the lid. Baby snails can also be moved to water-filled plastic bags. Keep the baby secret snails in the aquarium with your parents. Large fish can eat baby snails, so keep the fish in a
separate aquarium. If a new aquarium is used, prepare it with plants two to three weeks before adding baby mystery snails. The recommended number of snails per tank is 1 on 2 1/2 gallons of water. You can keep more baby snails in the tank, but this is not recommended because the snails grow fast. The filtering and aeration of the aquarium also affects
the number of snails that can be stocked up. A tight-fitting lid prevents snails from escaping. Leave small air vents. Mystery snail prefers tropical conditions and keep the water temperature between 65 - 82 degrees Fahrenheit. Use a common hardness kit to test the water. Use a product like Aquasoft to treat water if it contains metals. The water level should
be at least twice as high as that of the largest baby snail. Leave a 2-inch gap from the top of the tank, and provide filtration to keep the water healthy. An airstone or air filter sponge will help keep the water well carbonated. Provide light in the aquarium to stimulate algae growth on the walls. This can only give snails the food they can reach. Baby mystery
snails eat the same kind of food as their parents, but a young snail raised in a tank may not be able to reach the food. Fish food is the preferred diet, but snails can also eat aquatic plants. Regular feeding can prevent snails from eating plants. Baby mystery snails also eat salad and other vegetables like carrots, cucumber and spinach. Links (2) Apple Snail:
Apple SnailsApple Snail: Home Photo Credits Jupiterimages / / Getty Images Breeding Your Mystery Snail is the next level of conservation of these amazing creatures. And it can be a lot of fun and useful  but where to start? How do you make sure your snails reward all your hard efforts with the coveted pink egg clutch? I'm not holding back today - I share
everything I have learned from other breeders and my own experience in breeding. So keep reading to find out! 1. Solve your colors An important question to be considered first: What colors do you want to breed? Some apple snail colors can be blended to create different colors. For example: Golden x Wild or Blue can give you Jade. If you want to create
only one color, stick with all the same parents. Mixing a bunch of flowers can give you a surprise clutch - sometimes with the rainbow babies inside!  (I'm talking more about the colors at the end of this post.) 2. Create your breeding group Mystery snails have a certain gender (unlike Ramshorn snails). That means you need a man and a woman to
reproduce. Sex mystery snails can be done by looking under the hood of the shell to determine their reproductive parts. Personally? I've never been lucky with that. And other experienced mystery snail breeders find it to be challenging as well. To properly sex snails in this way, they should only be at right angles hanging far from their shells. It's easy to make
a mistake. Especially ... Sometimes when they are in a breeding mood (and if the snail is light-colored), you can see the difference between males and female snails: Look how the female has a dark area in the spiral at the top, while the male is lighter? This method can work sometimes, but as I said ... ... They should be in a selective mood. So instead: You
can put a group of 6 or 8 adults together in the color (s) you want. A larger number ensures that you should get some men and some women in your breeding group. Tip: To reproduce, the mystery of the snail must be about a quarter of the size or larger. But the good news: Little snails can grow quite quickly. Pairing behavior can be used to determine the
sex of your snails...... Although males will try to mount other males. So just because there is a male trying to mount another snail doesn't mean that the snail is a female! (The snail on top is always male.) 3. Establish the correct breeding mood temperature increase has been shown to stimulate reproduction. But wait! Not too fast - you don't want to shock
them. Ideally, raise the temperature to 1 degree every 2 days until the temperature reaches 73-78 degrees Fahrenheit. Personally, I don't go more than 74 degrees as the heat always seems to accentuate my snails. Now it's time to feed! Apple snails need a lot of food to help cause breeding and develop eggs. Food containing calcium and protein (e.g.
Snello) should be fed daily and vegetables should be available around the clock. The better the food, the more your paws will be. Remember: with all the heavy feeding, you need to make sure that the water quality remains (This may include more aquarium maintenance.) Bad water emphasizes snails and prevents reproduction. Finally: After breeding, the
mystery of the snail their eggs are above the va line so they have direct access to oxygen (they will drown if left underwater!). You want to lower the va line to at least 2, so women have room to deposit their eggs. Be sure to keep the lid on so there is some humidity piling up inside the tank. Humidity is important! tip: Some find that changing water with slightly
cooler water helps stimulate reproduction. 4. The pairing of the snail will mate for 1-6 hours at a time. During mating, the male mysterious snail will crawl along the back of the female until they position themselves over the right shoulder of another snail. Once there, they do the deed. Male chestnut mystery snail mating with a blue woman Some women will
continue in their daily activities, eating and scooting around. Others curl up. Still others are trying to get rid of their shelly fiance. Note: Men can kill females by mating with them. It may be necessary to separate them if they reproduce too often (only once is needed to get eggs). Please don't pull the pair apart though - wait until they're mating. After that, at this
point you can divide the female (if desired) into an incubation tank with other pregnant females (I call my harem). Men can go to the Bachelor tank to be enrolled later when needed. A pair of chestnut mysterious snails tries to mate - in this case both males 5. Hatch eggs I get this question a lot: How long until my female snail lays eggs after mating?? This
may depend on the temperature of the water. At higher temperatures, they will be laid earlier. But in general, 2-4 weeks. Once you see your first clutch, make a mental note so as not to move it for a few days. If you do ... ... This can kill them because the grip is too brittle and you can crush it easily  But: After that time, you can use your fingers to gently slip
it off or use a razor blade. This is done to transfer the eggs to an incubation container (incubator) if desired. You can also leave it in the tank as if there are no predators that will eat babies when they hatch. A very useful method is to use an incubator box breeder to reare newborns. This prevents tiny snails from accessing the fish (and the more concentrated
space makes it easier to find food). Now: As the fertile clutch becomes a ripper for hatching, it will begin to turn whitish and darker - an almost mouldy look. This baby snails chew through the eggs. Once hatched, the kids are very, very tiny and so cute...... Babies with dark spots mean their bodies will be dark. It's neat, isn't it? Keep in mind: Breeding the
mystery of a snail lead to HUNDREDS babies. So you better have the space to lift them up and know what to do with them all when they get more!  finally...... Remember that not all clutches are always fertile. Females can lay hopeless paws if they don't With a man. How to tell if the clutch is hopeless? Some signs may include: Weird smell pink or red
stain under it on paper towel Less, poorly formed eggs won't hatch no matter what read the full tutorial on hatching the mystery snail eggs here. Further thoughts on colors now, one curious topic about parents doing what colors offspring are. There's a very useful color chart here that shows the likely results between the combos of the parents. (Just note that
it may not be 100% accurate because of the unique genes of your snails.) If you have a scientifically oriented mind, you can also make your own punnett squares using the genetic loci of each snail color. Here's a key showing which snails that loci (I think I say that right? ) Then you can go to this great site to enter the coordinates of your parent snail and
see if any of the results match the snail on the key. I don't pretend to be an expert on snail genetics. Or pannett squares, for that matter. (Probably obviously by now, lol) So please don't ask me: What do I get if I cross the x color snail with u?  Wrapping it up in a mystery snail can be a fun and even profitable pastime. What about you? Have you ever bred
yours, and if so, do you have any tips to share? Leave a comment below to share your thoughts! Thoughts!
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